


Exhibit B
Attachment I 

Express Response Terms and Conditions 

1. Reimbursement of Travel Costs. Client shall reimburse ProLink for all transportation
including but not limited to airfare and mileage, (“Travel Costs”) incurred by ProLink or Providers pursuant 
to travel to and from this assignment, subject to a maximum of $1,000 per Provider. 

2. Guaranteed Fee. At the time Client places a request with ProLink for a Provider, Client
guarantees, and shall pay, reimbursement of all Travel Costs incurred by such Provider and a minimum of 
12 billable hours for such Provider. Each time the Client delays the agreed upon start date after the Provider 
has begun approved travel, Client guarantees, and shall pay, reimbursement of all Travel Costs incurred by 
such Provider. If the Provider terminates or fails to show for an assignment, then ProLink shall replace such 
Provider within one week of the termination or no-show, and shall prioritize Client’s replacement need above 
other requests. 

3. Cancellation of Assignment. If Client fails to provide at least two weeks’ notice prior to
cancellation of an assignment, or if cancellation for convenience occurs after the assignment has begun, then 
Client shall pay ProLink an amount equal to the guaranteed hours for the position for a period of two weeks. 

4. Overtime. Client shall pay 1.5 times the applicable Rate for all hours worked by Providers
more than 8 hours in one day and 40 hours in one week, subject to state specific requirements. 

5. Holidays. Client shall pay 1.5 times the applicable Rate for all hours worked by Providers
on the following holidays: New Year’s Eve Day, New Year’s Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor 
Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas Eve Day and Christmas Day. 

6. Charge Rate. In the event a Provider is required to perform lead or supervisory duties
during the assignment, Client shall pay a charge rate of $20.00 per hour in addition to the applicable Rate 
for all such hours worked. 

7. On Call/Call Back. Client shall pay uncontrolled on-call hours, defined as hours where
Provider is not required to stay on the assigned facility premises, at the on-call rate of $20.00 per hour. The 
minimum on-call period is two hours. Client will pay controlled on-call hours, defined as hours where 
Provider is required to stay on the Facility’s premises, at the applicable Rate. If Provider is called back to 
work for Client while serving in an on-call capacity, the on-call charge will cease and Client shall instead 
pay ProLink 1.5 times the applicable Rate for the duration of the call back period. The minimum call-back 
period is two hours. 

8. Minimum Work Week. For all Providers, Client shall provide such Providers a guaranteed
minimum of 48 scheduled hours per each weekly payroll period as mutually agreed by Client and ProLink. 
The guaranteed minimum work week applies to all work weeks, including weeks during which orientation is 
provided, weeks with holidays, and weeks during which there may be unit closures for all or any portion of 
such week. Should Client not provide the minimum guaranteed hours, Client will be invoiced and shall pay 
the applicable confirmed Rate for all hours below the minimum for such Provider. The calculation of the 
guaranteed minimum work week includes regular hours, call back hours, and overtime hours worked, but 
does not include any on-call time. 

9. Invoices. Client shall pay ProLink 30 days net or including a 2% early pay discount if paid
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with 15 days from the invoice date. Payments are to be made via ACH or a mutually agreed electronic 
transfer. A late payment fee of 2% will be assessed, immediately and on a monthly basis thereafter, on any 
balance that remains unpaid more than 10 days after payment was due. ProLink reserves the right to modify 
invoice timing and payment due date with Client approval. 

10. Quarantined Personnel. In the event a Provider is under facility imposed quarantine and 
not working, the Client shall be billed for such personnel’s guaranteed hours at the Crisis rates included 
herein for the period of the beginning of the quarantine through a period not to exceed 96 hours, that falls 
within such individual’s assignment period as per their assignment confirmation. 

11. Rates and Hiring Fees. Client agrees to pay ProLink for all hours worked by Providers at
the rates set forth below (“Rates”) for specific service lines. The Rate Tier will be mutually agreed between 
the Client and ProLink based upon the market rate of clinician pay packages, the quantity of clinicians 
requested and the Client’s timeline for filling the positions. 

12.        Daily Mobilization Fee. Client will pay $200 for each Provider on assignment per day. 
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